
CUSTOMER MANAGED
INVENTORY (CMI)

By leveraging our SRX software solution, you will be able to
replenish your inventory 10x faster than replenishing through an
e-commerce site or with a pencil and clipboard. We only require
a barcode scan and a tap to process your order. TraxMRO

HOW TO USE TraxMRO CMI

STEP 1

For more information, please visit
smcelectric.com

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR STOCKROOM
Automate paper-based ordering or counting

by TraxMRO

TraxMRO MOBILE APP FOR REPLENIISHMENT
AND TRUCK INVENTORY MANAGED BY 

will save you time, reduce errors, and allow you to gain

Decrease errors, stockouts, and problems with bin stuffing

One app to reorder all of your material - SRX supports multi-vendor

Use SRX's min/max AI functionality to order guidance to drive
savings

YOU.

the additional benefits of analyzing your purchases like never before!

Included...for free!

Unlimited users, items, suppliers

Advanced reports for analysis

Barcode label templates

Scan to order or count items using a phone's
camera. Capture with one scan: item
number, item location, package quantity,
min/max, and reorder quantity. Don't want
to scan? Deploy our "easy" buttons!

STEP 2
Tap submit to send orders through
TraxMRO SRX to easily submit orders for
material that you need. SRX will not allow
multiple items to be placed for order if an
order happens to be on backorder due to
supply chain issues.



COMBINE VMI WITH OUR OTHER TraxMRO OFFERS
FOR EVEN MORE VISIBILITY AND CONTROL:

For more information, please visit
smcelectric.com

CONSIGNMENT
Keep critical, fast-moving items on-location and only receive invoices for materials when they're 
consumed.

JOBSITE TRAILER
TraxMRO provides temporary storage for SMC products when special projects, plant 
turnarounds, or other planned events create an increase in demand.

INDUSTRIAL VENDING (IV)
Industrial vending is ideal when you need to control access to your consumable inventory or high-
dollar durable items. Get 24/7 access and additional visibility. 

IN-PLANT (FSM)
In-Plant by TraxMRO provides a dedicated, experienced resource on a daily basis to support not 
only your SMC product purchases, but also all purchases from other suppliers.

E-PROCUREMENT
e-Procurement by TraxMRO integrates TraxMRO ordering with your procurement system to 
create an efficient and automated process.

VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY (VMI)
A dedicated TraxMRO specialist will work with you to determine the products and levels that 
need managing, as well as setting approvals for orders if required.

Contact us to put TraxMRO to work today!


